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2. Übung Visualisierung in der Mathematik
(Continued Introduction)

Übungsaufgaben
Information: The course web site is http://www.math.tu-berlin.de/geometrie/Lehre/WS04/VisMath/.
All assignments will be posted there in .pdf format. You can also check the web site for con-
tact information for the teachers, and other information related to this class.

1. Aufgabe
Follow-up on Assignment 1 from last week. Rename the polyhedron file which you
created using the following pattern: Lastname-01.off. For example, I would rename my file
gunn-01.off. Then, using your favorite e-mail program, attach this file to a mail message
with the following properties:

• To: gunn@math.tu-berlin.de

• Subject: Lastname-VisMathHomework

• The mail message should have no other contents than the attachment file!

For example, I would use a subject line of gunn-VisMathHomework when sending my files.
The deadline for sending this e-mail is Friday, November 5, at mid-day, to give me time to
prepare for Monday’s presentation.

2. Aufgabe
Follow-up on Assignment 2 from last week. Prepare files illustrating an example of
the functions h : R → R3 (a space curve) and s : R2 → R3, (a surface). To be precise, the
file format for curve(s), (or in more general terminology polyline, which doesn’t have to be
closed), looks as follows:

# A different keyword for 1-D primitive: VECT
VECT
# This file describes 2 polylines: a diamond in the z= 0 plane and
# a square in the z=1 plane
# Number of polylines (different curves) and total number of vertices
2 8
# Number of vertices in the different (in this case 2) polylines
# A negative value indicates a closed curve (end joins to beginning)
-4 -4
# A non-negative integer for each piece, indicating the number of colors
# given for the piece, following the vertices
1 0
#First the four vertices for the diamond
1 0 0
0 1 0
-1 0 0
0 -1 0
#Then the four vertices for the square
1 1 0
1 -1 0



-1 -1 0
1 1 0
# The colors: as a red-green-blue triple: we choose dark gray
0.2 0.2 0.2

Note the colors could be assigned on a per-vertex basis; we give one color which then remains
in effect for all 8 vertices.
Prepare a file with the name pattern Lastname-02.vect describing one or more space curves
h : R → R3.
To represent a surface there is another format for meshes. Here is a simple example showing
a mesh of 2 by 3 points which describes a tent centered on the y-z plane, raising up in the
positive-y direction:

# A different keyword for 2-D rectangular mesh:
MESH
# The (u,v) dimensions of the mesh
2 3
# A list of the vertices, first listing all the vertices where (v=0),
# then (v=1), etc
1 0 0 # (u,v) = (0,0)
-1 1 0 # (u,v) = (1,0)
0 0 1 # (u,v) = (0,1)
0 1 1 # (u,v) = (1,1)
-1 0 0 # (u,v) = (0,2)
-1 1 0 # (u,v) = (1,2)

Prepare a file with the name pattern Lastname-03.mesh describing a surface h : R2 → R3.
These files will not be due until after the next practice session (8.11.04) in order to
answer any questions that may have come up.


